Howard Park Community School
English Task Booklet - Year 2 | Term 1
Home Learning

Please see attached resources to go with the
lessons for a two-week period.

Y2

Day One - The story - 1
Watch and listen to the video

Find it at:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=9U9y35kWBvM

Try to identify the beginning, middle and end.
Discuss what events take place in stages.
Talk about the characters and the setting (the
places where the story takes place).
Compare story with your experiences. Have
you ever not been able to sleep? When?
Where were you? What happened to you?
Can you draw six pictures of the key events
that happen in the story?
On the sheet below draw and write the key
events in the story.

Can you add a sentence to explain what is
happening?
Can you re-tell the story to a family member
using the storyboard?

Day One - The story - 2

Day Two - Questions for the characters - 1
If you wish, re-watch and
listen to the video
Find it at:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=9U9y35kWBvM

Watch and listen to the video
Find it at:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zrqqtfr/articles/z2xdng8

Watch and listen to the video
Find it at:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zd6n2v4

Can
you
add awho
sentence
to explain
is
Think
about
the characters
inwhat
our story
happening?
are? Mr Bear, Mrs Bear and baby bear
Can
you
re-tell
the questions
story to a family
member
Think
about
what
you’d like
to ask
using
the
storyboard?
them?

Day Two - Questions for the characters - 2
Use the list of question words to write a
set of questions that would like to ask
each character.
Remember to use correct punctuation.
Capital letters, question words and
question marks.

If you wish, you can use the following page...

Day Two - Questions for the characters - 3

Day Three - Expanded noun phrases - 1
Watch and listen to the video
Find it at:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zwwp8mn/articles/z3nfw6f

Don’t forget to try the activities and quiz on
the website to see how much you’ve learnt.

Use the Halloween Expanded Noun Phrases
Sheet to create a list of your own expanded
noun phrases to describe and specify details
about the noun.
Use the orange noun phrases on the sheet
and add in adjectives to describe.

Day Three - Expanded noun phrases - 2

Day Four - Expanded noun phrases - 1
Using expanded noun phrases to describe
settings from the story Peace at Last.
A setting is where and when a story is set.
When writing a story, the setting is really
important. Thinking about these things will
help your writing.

Watch and listen to the video
Find it at:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zpccwmn/articles/z8mqsrd

Talk and think about what the settings are in
our story Peace at Last- make a list of these.
Use the sheet below to think of expanded noun
phrases that you could use when describing the
settings in the story Peace at Last.
Example: In Baby bears room an expanded noun
phrase could be: a colourful bedspread.
(adjective)

(noun)

Day Four - Expanded noun phrases - 2

Day Five - Descriptive sentences - 1
Writing descriptive sentences to describe the
settings within our story.

Watch and listen to the video
Find it at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7cwu9rirxV4

Using the different expanded noun phrases,
you created yesterday for each setting, we
would like to have a go at writing descriptive
sentences using these today.
For example: In Baby bears room there is a
colourful bedspread.
Can you write full sentences for each setting?
Can you write more than one sentence for each
setting?
Do not forget your capital letters and full stops.
Could you use the words and and because to
link your sentences and extend them?

Day Five - Descriptive sentences - 2
Can you write full sentences for each setting?
Can you write more than one sentence for
each setting?
Do not forget your capital letters and full
stops.

Could you use the words and and because to
link your sentences and extend them?

